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The Border Collie puppy, to be named Kayladene _________________________ 
has been sold to the person/s listed below as buyer/s on this day of 
_______________, 2020, for the sum of $2,600.00  
SEX:__________________________ 
COLOR:_______________________  
DATE OF BIRTH:  _______________ 
ANKC Reg Name:  Kayladene __________________________________(Subject to 
Dogs Vic Approval)  
SIRE:  Versityle Time Will Tell
DAM:  Kayladene Pushin The Limits 

Consenting parties: Geraldine, Katrina & Kristian Kisielnicki herein referred to as 
Breeder/Seller and 

Buyer’s name: ___________________________________________________ 

Address: ________________________________________________________ 

Phone:  _____________________________herein referred to as Purchasing 
Owner.  

Hereby agree as follows: 

1. All pups are sold spay/neuter agreement, no breeding is allowed on any dog

or bitch. We retain all breeding stock/rights from this line. Owner will

alter/desex dog/bitch not before 2yrs old but no later than 3yrs old, at owner’s

expense (Documentation of this must be sent to seller Kayladene). This can

be discussed with the breeder if issues arise & we can re-eventuate at the

time depending on circumstances.

Kayladene has the right to have semen collected from pup at the expense of

Kayladene all rights to the semen are solely owned by Kayladene

3100029569.

In the event that a dog is used for breeding when sold on limited register, or

where written permission of Kayladene Kennels has not been given to breed

the said dog, a $15,000.00 fee shall be levied and this fee shall be binding

upon the said buyer. It is understood and agreed to by the parties to this

agreement that this agreement and the purchase and sale of the said dog

shall fall under the jurisdiction of the laws of the country and state of

residence of the breeder respect to this Agreement shall be dealt with as per

the laws governing this location. It is further understood that any

circumstances/situations/disputes arising which are not covered within this

Agreement shall be remedied at the discretion of the breeder and the

breeder's decision shall be final and binding. Microchip details will be

transferred into the new owner’s details once de sexing has occurred not

before 2yrs old.                                                              Buyer’s initials__________
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2. The purchasing owners should take the dog to a veterinarian within 72 hours 

upon arrival to their new home. If any physical defects are noted by the 

veterinarian, the buyer may return the dog to the seller and received a refund 

of the full Purchase price. The Purchasing owner is responsible for all 

transportation costs. The Purchasing owners are responsible for purchasing 

the dogs, day to day care and veterinarian costs.  

 

3. BONE CLOSURE: “Long bones have a specific area at one or both ends 
called the growth plate, where the cells replicate and add to the length of the 
bone.  This growth plate is an area in which the bone is softer and more 
readily injured.  The growth plate continues to add to the length of the bone 
until the age at which it is genetically programmed to close.  It then becomes 
identical in composition to the rest of the bone.  The age at which the growth 
plates close differs for each bone.  Larger dogs’ growth plates close later than 
those of small bones.”  Taken from the book Peak Performance by Dr. Chris 
Zinc DVM, the foremost canine sports vet and author of several books on 
canine sports medicine, nutrition and physiology.  

 
a. Bone closure can only be determined thru an x-ray taken by a certified 

veterinarian.  Training exercises such as weave poles, jumping 
anything above elbow height, agility contact equipment such as 
regulation/full height dog walk, A-Frame and teeter/see saw as well as 
multiple repetitions, frisbee/flying disc catching, Over exercise at the 
park/beach off leash area, chasing of balls, excessive running, 
overworking flyball box turns, excessive walking up and down stairs or 
working stock beyond the occasional introductory stages,  should not 
be executed by any Kayladene puppy until their growth plates have 
closed or no sooner than the age of 12 months.  It has been 
acknowledged that these stated examples may contribute to soft 
tissue/ligament injury, OCD, elbow and/or hip dysplasia.   If any of 
these examples are performed/executed by the puppy before the 
growth plates are closed, the Breeder/Seller has no obligations nor 
owes any compensation for any injuries sustained then or in the future 
from such early training of the above mentioned examples.              

 
4. All pups are microchipped, with c3 vaccination and wormed, before sale. 

 

5. No dog may be resold, given away, rehomed or transferred in ownership in 

any manner. If rehoming needs to occur, Dogs are to be returned to 

Kayladene Kennels for any reason. If problems arise, please contact us for 

advice and support promptly.  

 

Up to 6mths of age - A full refund of purchase price less de-sexing cost and 

any cost arising from this. 

 

Up to 12mths - $1,500.00 less de-sexing cost and any cost arising from this. 

           Buyer’s initials__________ 
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Up to 2yrs - $800.00 less de-sexing cost and any cost arising from this. 

 

After 2 years old -no refund will be given.  

 
6. The parents of the litter have either been DNA Tested or are Clear by 

Parentage of known diseases in Border Collies, which include CEA, CL,TNS, 
Raines and many other diseases. Results can be emailed upon request.  

 
7. Breeder/Seller retains no responsibilities to the dog other than those 

specifically mentioned in this Contract.  Neither party has liability due to 
accident or illness.  If the dog has any defects such as, but not limited to,  
OCD, PRA, CEA, HIP DYSPLASIA, EPILEPSY, etc., the Breeder/Seller will 
not be held liable and owes no compensation to the Purchasing Owner.  It is 
noted Jax & Quest Hips have been scored (this can be emailed upon 
request).  It is further noted that the parents were free from any of the above-
mentioned afflictions at the time of breeding. 
 

8. Interstate sales- Any puppies going interstate all costs for flying pup interstate 
including any vet health checks prior to flying is at the cost of the buyer. 
Payment of flights need to be paid in full by the buyer up front before booking. 

 
9. Pups should live indoors as part of the family & you should provide the 

pup/dog with a non slip surface where possible. 

10. Agility/ performance training of dog should not start before 12mths 

Weaving- not before 15mth 

Sequencing- not before 13mths (excluding jump grids) 

Contact equipment- not before 13mths 

Foundation training for agility is encouraged. 

 

WE HAVE READ AND FULLY UNDERSTAND AND AGREE TO ALL SECTIONS 
OF THIS CONTRACT.  WE ACKNOWLEDGE A COPY OF THIS 

AGREEMENT/CONTRACT 
 

Geraldine, Katrina & Kristian Kisielnicki - Kayladene Kennels  

____________________________________________Date _______/______/_____ 

Signature of Seller/s  

____________________________________________Date _______/______/_____ 

Signature of Seller/s  

____________________________________________Date _______/______/_____ 

Signature of Seller/s  

 

__________________________________________Date____/______/_____ 

Signature of Buyer  


